Rollins Wins Employee's Choice Award

We all know that Rollins is a special place to work, but this year, thanks to a coordinated effort by the Staff Advisory Committee (SAC) and Human Resources (HR), the entire Central Florida community knows it, too.

Rollins has consistently been on the list since the Orlando Sentinel’s Top 100 Companies for Working Families rankings began in 1994. In 2014, Rollins was awarded with its highest ranking to date — No. 3 on the list of companies with 500 or more employees. In this category, the College was up against the ranks of larger higher education institutions, theme parks, and other top Central Florida employers. In addition, Rollins took home the Employee’s Choice award.

“This is an award to celebrate the work of the whole community,” said Assistant Director of Human Resources David Zajchowski.

While HR is often the department that assembles and submits the nomination materials for this annual competition, Zajchowski is the first to credit SAC for the ground swell of support that was necessary for Rollins to take home the unique honor of being named Employee’s Choice out of all the employers that participated. SAC identified employees who had stories that exemplified why Rollins was a great place to work, including tuition benefits, gym access and health programs, the bicycle rental program, and the annual Clean Sweep event. SAC reached out and encouraged employees to write letters of nomination on Rollins’ behalf and to send them to HR so everything could be submitted together as part of the application process.

“This award is a reflection of all the work going on at Rollins,” said Zajchowski.

Not only do these types of awards speak to the pride of being a Rollins employee, they also help get the word out about why it’s a great place to work.